An isomo_rphism_ between two topological semigroups is a function which is both an algebraic isomorphism and a homeomorphism. Unless otherwise indicated, R will denote a semigrouD isomorphic to the multiplicative semigroup of real numbers: N will denote the nonnegative members of R, and P will denote the positive members of R. For a topological space X, we will let {(x,x):x X}. If R is an equivalence relation on X, X/R will denote the set of equivalence classes of X modulo R. A min thread is a closed interval [a,b] together with the usual topology and multiplication defined by x y min{x,y}.
CONSTRUCT ION OF EXAMPLES.
We construct first an example of a positive commutative semigroup on E [2] has the following semilattice of idempotent elements, where For positive Clifford seT,groups on E 2 which are the unon of connected groups, we wl show that the semgroup s unique (up to isomorphism) among those having exactly five dempotent elements. THEOREM 1. The positive commutative Clifford seT, group S on E 2 which contains exactly fve idenpotent elements and is the union of connected groups is unique.
PROOF" Let H(1) denote the group having the identity eement l, and let denote the closure of H(1). Then gL(EH(1)] s isomorphic to N N as shown n Farley [1], since CLEH(I)] is two dimensional by Horne [3] . Let e and e 2 denote the idempotent elements on Pe and Pe 2, the bounding rays of H(1), let f be the remaining idempotent element which is in E2\CL[H(1)], and let H(f) be the group with identity element f. Ther, the only possibilities for the semilattice of idempotent elements are the one given above Fi,Lre l) and the other iven in Figure 2 .
We now show that this semilattice is, in fact, impossible. Since S has exactly five idempotent elements and is the union of connected groups, H(f) E2CL[H (1) [2] Figure .
We no construct an exanple of a positive Clifford semgroup on E g ose semilattice of nine idempotent elements s not {somorpc to te one bove, and some sense, not symmetr{c. 
